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Abstract: 

In this work we present an extensive study on the performance 

of CSK under various noisy conditions. Noise types are 

Gaussian, uniform, Rayleigh, and impulsive noise. Under the 

existence of both Gaussian and impulsive noise processes, the 

study handles different Gaussian to impulse power ratios, also 

different values for the Spreading factor (SF) and different 

values of Poisson parameter. It is shown that increasing the SF 

would give better BER performance in almost all conditions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Research into chaos based communication systems began only 

a decade ago however there are a number of issues to be 

resolved before chaos-based systems can be put into practical 

use. 

Chaos is a natural phenomenon that provides the very 

interesting property of sensitivity to initial conditions. Chaos 

has been found to occur in a great number of non-linear 

dynamic systems and in frequency ranges from baseband to 

optical. The possibility of synchronization of two coupled 

chaotic systems was first shown by Pecora and Carroll [1] by 

the fact that power spectra of chaotic systems resemble white 

noise; thus making them an ideal choice for carrying and hiding 

signals over a communication channel. This discovery soon 

aroused great interest in the application of chaos in the area of 

secure communications. 

Most chaos-based communication systems are based on chaotic 

synchronization techniques, where the receiver system tries to 

synchronize the transmitter system by a signal transmitted 

through a public channe 

They have been shown to possess certain advantages over 

conventional spread-spectrum systems, including resistance to 

mutipath fading and jamming, a low probability of interception, 

transmission security and strong immunity to self-interference. 

Furthermore, it is worth noting that because of their random 

nature, chaotic signals have impulse-like auto-correlation 

functions and a white wideband power spectra. Also, the cross-

correlation of chaotic signals has a very small value [2]. Fig.(1) 

using chaotic generator logistic map and Fig. 2 illustrate 

another generator tent map. 

Due to the sensitive dependence on initial conditions and the 

random-like behavior of chaotic signals in addition to their 

broadband spectrum, it was believed that information could be 

hidden efficiently in chaotic signals in order to make it 

impossible to predict in the long term, Fig. 3 illustrates this 

sensitivity to initial conditions. This characteristic implies that 

two signals from the same chaotic systems with slightly 

different initial conditions diverge with increasing time and 

will become uncorrelated signals with respect to each other. We 

can use this property to support many users per channel and 

place a heavy burden on unauthorized users attempting to 

eavesdrop.  

 Chaos-based communication systems could also improve 

privacy, security, and probability of interception because 

chaotic sequences, unlike pseudorandom sequences, can be 

made completely aperiodic [3]. 

We may classify chaos-based communication systems into two 

main categories, namely, coherent and non-coherent systems 

[4]. 

In coherent systems, the receiver needs to reproduce the chaotic 

carrier for demodulation, whereas in the non-coherent system, 

demodulation is performed solely based on the received signal 

[2]. 

Although the approaches are different in utilizing chaos in 

secure communication to some extent, the basic ideas are all 

the same, i.e., utilizing the chaotic signal to mask the 

information-bearing signal by transmitting signal information 

hidden in the chaotic signal. At the receiver side a synchronized 

chaotic signal is used to decipher the scrambled message. The 

chaos-encrypted signal becomes long-term unpredictable and 

its spectrum is broadband, which makes the encryption analysis 

a very difficult task [5]. 

In this paper we focus on Chaos Shift Keying (CSK) which is 

one method of chaotic digital modulation in discrete-time. An 

efficient chaos generator that can be used to generate chaos 

shift keying (CSK) sequences is logistic map 1 (LCG1, or 

simply LG1) [6], where different sequences can be generated 

using the same generator but with different initial conditions. 

We used a chaotic logistic map for the generation of chaotic 

sequences; also used the tent map, which is another commonly 
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used discrete chaotic map [6, 7]. The chaotic sequence 

generated by the tent map has been widely applied in the field 

of chaotic spectrum communication, encryption system chaotic 

optimum algorithm and so on [8]. The difference equations for 

LCG1 and tent maps are given respectively by: 

𝑔𝑛+1 = 1 − 𝑎𝑔𝑛
2                    …….. (1) 

𝑥𝑛+1 = {

𝑥𝑛

𝑎
, 𝑥𝑛 ∈ [0, 𝑎)

1−𝑥𝑛

1−𝑎
, 𝑥𝑛 ∈ [𝑎, 1]

       …… (2) 

 

The initial value 𝑔0 = 𝑔(0) for LCG1 system lies in the 

interval (1, −1) in equation (1). 

In equation (2), the system parameter a ∈ (0, 1) and 𝑥𝑛 ∈ (0,1). 

When a varies over (0, 1), the above system becomes a non-

linear dynamic system that provides chaotic behavior. The 

correlative properties of these maps are shown in Figs. 1, 2. 

  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1: Correlation functions of chaotic signals against 

time-delay vector, the generating system is LCG1 map (a) 

auto-correlation with one initial condition (IC). (b) cross-

correlation with two nearby ICs. LCG1 shown a noise-like 

properties. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2: Correlation functions of chaotic signals against time-

delay vector, the generating system is tent map (a) auto-

correlation with one initial condition (IC). (b) cross-correlation 

with two nearby ICs. Tent map does not show noise-like 

properties (far from a delta function). 

 

Chaos is known to be sensitive to a small change in initial 

condition(s), as shown in Fig. 3. The importance of this study 

is to ensure the message arrives at the receiver without 

modification, distortion or discovery by an attacker when it’s 

sent. The chaos signal is used to hide the message or 

information signal so that it appears as noise when it is in fact 

a carrier of information. 

 

Figure 3: Chaos is sensitive to initial conditions (results for 

LCG1). 
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Chaos Shift Keying (CSK) 

In recent years, Chaos Shift Keying (CSK) has proved to offer 

a potential advantage over conventional methods due to its 

simplicity and high level of unpredictability. Chaos shift keying 

(CSK) was first proposed by [9], [10]. The simplest chaos shift 

keying modulation technique is to transmit one-bit of 

information using a pair of chaotically generated sequences (g1 

and g2) [11]. 

The chaotic sequence for CSK g1 and 2g  can be generated in 

three different ways. Method 1 uses two different chaotic 

generators, the second method generates the two sequences 

using different initial conditions with the same chaotic 

generator and lastly method three utilizes the same chaotic 

generator to produce the two sequences with the same initial 

condition but multiplied by two different constants [12].  

For simplicity we use the last method, where for the data bit (αl 
= +1) during the lth bit period, a g1- sequence is radiated from 

the transmitter and for (αl = −1) a g2-sequence is transmitted.  

The spreading factor (SF) is the length of a chaotic sequence to 

be transmitted for one chaotic symbol. The output of a CSK 

transmitter is ck = αlgv,k ,             where v decides which chaos 

sequence is to be sent. In this work, the chaotic sequences for 

CSK (i.e., g1 and g2) are generated using the same chaotic 

generator with the same initial condition but multiplied by two 

different constants. The two chaotic sequences are related by 

g1 = −g2 [13]. 

 

Coherent CSK System 

Coherent detection is accomplished by reproducing copies of 

the chaotic basis functions at the receiver typically by means of 

a synchronization scheme. In this section, we simulate chaos 

shift keying with two chaos generators and show which are 

secure in communications under noisy conditions. We illustrate 

in Fig. 4 CSK generated by an LCG1 map using equation (1) 

that was used to generate a chaos signal with a spreading factor 

= 3. Fig. 5 illustrates CSK instead generated using the Tent map 

in equation (2). 

 

Figure 4: CSK, generating system is LCG1 map. 

 

Figure 5: CSK, generating system is tent map. 

 

To enhance the security performance a larger spreading factor 

can be used. 

We can measure the performance of the CSK system generated 

using the LCG1 map in different noisy environments with 

different SFs. The following results show the BER for SNRs 

ranging from [-20, 20]. The BER is used to measure the effect 

of channel imperfections on the transmitted signal that is 

obtained by counting the number of incorrectly received bits 

and dividing this number by the total number of bits transmitted 

[14]. 

In Fig. 6 we can see that when CSK is in AWGN environment 

and has its spreading factor increased,  a lower bit error rate is 

obtained resulting in a decrease in the effective noise on the 

signal that was sent. Conversely, when the SF is set to a smaller 

value, the BER for a given SNR is increased. We can compare 

the performance of CSK using the LCG1 map with another 

chaos generator (such as the tent map) to show which of the 

two generators is more secure and resistant of noise in channel 

communications. 

 

Figure. 6: BER of CSK in AWGN, LCG1 (𝑎 =  2). 

 

Alternatively we can use a chaos generator from tent map, as 

shown in Fig. 7 in an AWGN environment to test the 

performance of the CSK system. At high SNRs it can be seen 

that the difference grows much larger. We can conclude from 
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this that the LCG1 map has better performance than the tent 

map, especially at high SNRs where it gives less error.  

 

Figure 7: BER of CSK in AWGN, tent map (𝑎 = 0.65). 

 

Fig. 8 shows the performance of CSK under Rayleigh noise 

when the SF is a large value. From this it can be seen that for a 

given SNR the BER is much lower than the previous two cases 

where AWGN was affecting the symbols. 

 

Figure 8: BER of CSK with Rayleigh noise. 

 

We notice from Fig. 9 that CSK under uniform noise where the 

SF is increased, causes the BER to decrease and thus the 

transmitted signals become resistive against noise in channel 

communication. 

 

Figure 9: BER performance CSK under uniform noise. 

Fig. 10 shows the CSK system under impulsive noise, the BER 

(bit error rate) is increased when the value of the SF is high and 

the Poisson parameter is low, i.e., the transmitted signal is weak 

under noise if the sequence length of the chaotic signal to be 

transmitted for single symbol is long, this is the opposite of the 

above types and the difference between the transmitted signals 

with different SFs is diverging when the Poisson parameter is 

increased. Fig. 11 illustrates this state.  

Another type of noise is CSK under mixed Gaussian and 

impulsive noise. When the SF is high, the BER performance of 

the CSK system is deceased, so the resistance of signals against 

noise is high if the Poisson parameter 𝜆 = 3 and r = 0.1, as it is 

in Fig. 12, with r = the ratio of Gaussian noise power to impulse 

noise power. 

 

 

Figure 10: BER of CSK under impulse noise, LG1. 

 

 

Figure 11: BER of CSK under impulse noise, LG1. 
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Figure 12: BER of CSK, mixed noise, LG1, 𝜆 = 3; 𝑟 = 0.1. 

 

If the Poisson parameter 𝜆= 3 and r = 10, then SF = 100 is the 

best state in which the BER is the smallest  value and signals 

can resistant noise as shown in Fig. 13. 

 

Figure 13: BER of CSK, mixed noise, LG1, 𝜆 = 3; 𝑟 = 10. 

 

In Fig. 14 where Poisson 𝜆= 20 and r = 0.1, then the best state 

is SF = 10 in which the BER is lowest at SNR = 8. 

 

Figure 14: BER of CSK, mixed noise, LG1, 𝜆 = 20; 𝑟 = 0.1. 

In Fig. 15 with change in r = 10 if the SF is high, then the BER 

is less in the transmitted signal. When r is greater than one, 

Gaussian noise is stronger than impulsive. 

 

Figure 15: BER of CSK, mixed noise, LG1, 𝜆 = 20; 𝑟 = 10. 

 

Non-coherent CSK System 

In all the previous results we were considering the case of a 

coherent CSK system, in this case the receiver knows the initial 

condition of the chaos generator that was used by the 

transmitter. In this section we will consider the case of non-

coherent detection where synchronized copies of the chaotic 

basis signals are not available at the receiver [15], i.e. if the 

receiver does not know the initial condition. In this situation if 

it is known that the signal was produced using a chaos generator 

we can use new chaos and guess the initial condition and 

multiply it by the received signal, as shown in Figs 16, 17 which 

illustrate the performance of coherent and non-coherent 

systems under Gaussian noise. These results show the 

performance of BER is high in non-coherent system. This state 

is the same under other kinds of noise, as shown in Figures 18 

and 19 for uniform noise. 

 

 

Figure 16: Coherent CSK system using LG1. 
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Figure 17: Non-coherent CSK system, LG1. 

 

 

Figure 18: Coherent CSK system using tent map. 

 

Figure 19: Non-coherent CSK under uniform noise. 

 

Fig. 20 shows the BER performance of the CSK system in 

different noisy environments, this shows that high SFs in 

systems exhibiting impulsive noise characteristics gives greater 

error than the case of small SFs. Again it can be seen that 

channels exhibiting Rayleigh noise characteristics perform 

worse than other types of noisy environments examined in this 

work.  Fig. 21 shows the BER performance of the CSK system 

using the second type of chaos generator examined, which was 

the tent map. Comparing these results it can be seen they are 

giving little error and is more secure against noise using a 

spreading factor (SF). So we conclude that the LCG1 map 

provided better BER performance than the Tent map and if the 

SF is high, it gives better BER performance under all conditions 

of noise except in the case of impulsive noise. 

 

 

Figure 20: BER of CSK under four types of noise. 

 

 

Figure 21: BER of CSK under four types of noise. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The performance of chaos-shift keying is extensively studied 

under various kinds of noise, maps, and different values of 

spreading factor (SF). Performance has been considered in two 

directions: bit error rate and security level. We conclude that 

whenever a larger spreading factor value is employed, the more 

secure the CSK system becomes; also, more resistant to noise.   
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